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Introduction/History/Incentives Regarding VIPAC Fuel

In order to achieve the packing densities required for nuclear fuel stability, economy
and performance, the fuel material must be densified. This has traditionally been
performed by high-temperature sintering. (At one time, fuel densification was
investigated using cold/hot swaging. However, this fabrication method has become
uncommon.) Alternatively, fuel can be densified by vibratory compaction (VIPAC).
During the late 1950s and into the 1970s, in the U.S., vibratory compaction fuel was
fabricated and test irradiated to evaluate its applicability compared to the more
traditional pelletized fuel for nuclear reactors. These activities were primarily focused
on light water reactors (LWR) but some work was performed for fast reactors. This
paper attempts to summarize these evaluations and proposes to reconsider VIPAC
fuel for future use.

The effects of vibration on the packing of powder particles have been studied in
detail, theoretically as well as experimentally. Vibratory compaction has many
applications and a unique application of the process has been successfully utilized
for the fabrication of ceramic fuel for nuclear reactors. The development of vibratory
compaction of nuclear reactor fuels was initiated at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory
(PNL) in 1959 [1,2] and has been continued by several investigators in other
organizations, particularly in Russia. The process was used by PNL as part of the
Plutonium Recycle Demonstration Experiment and the Phoenix Fuel Project, both
involving thermal reactor mixed oxide (MOX). The fuel, instead of being pressed and
sintered into pellets, was vacuum heated, pre-pressed using high energy rate
pneumatic impact (Nupac), crushed and sized by sieving into three size fractions,
and vibratory-compacted into tubes to relatively high densities. By the end of 1965,
several thousand thermal reactor MOX (approx. 1.5% PUO2-UO2 ) fuel rods had been
processed for the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR) and Plutonium
Recycle Test Reactor (PRTR), using this method [3]. In the mid 1970s the Research
Institute of Atomic Reactors (RIAR), Dimitrovgrad, Russia, began operation of a pilot
plant to automatically assemble fuel pins and final assemblies for the BOR-60 fast
reactor using vibratory compaction technology. The fuel particles were fabricated with
an electrochemical molten salt synthesis process still in use today.
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The reliable irradiation performance of vibrationally compacted nuclear fuels
operating under advanced power reactor conditions has been demonstrated. Careful
attention must be given to process variables during fabrication. Vibratory compaction
techniques have been successfully applied to various fuel materials, cladding
materials and fuel geometry's for both LWR and fast reactors.

In the U.S., vibratory compacted mixed oxide fuels have been successfully irradiated
in reactors such as PRTR, EBWR, and commercial BWRs and PWRs to peak
burnups exceeding 34,000 MWd/t. Irradiations were performed in PRTR of nearly
20 kW/ft with maximum fuel temperatures near melting. Irradiations of vibratory
compacted mixed oxide in Russia have been primarily in fast reactors. The Russians
successfully irradiated over 700 bundles, 29,000 fuel pins. Some recent test fuel pins
achieved maximum burnups of 285,000 MWd/t.

Vibratory Compaction Processes

VIPAC, as a descriptive term, generally describes the vibratory compaction of
irregularly-shaped (mechanically-crushed) particles, known as shards. The
high-density material, crushed to produce the shards, can be fabricated in several
ways, including high-energy pneumatic compaction, conventional sintering, or
high-temperature fusion. Sphere-pac, a sub-set of VIPAC, is a term used to describe
vibratory compaction of spherical particles. The processes to produce irregular and
spherical particles are discussed in the next section of this paper.

Important vibratory compaction process parameters affecting the final fuel rod
characteristics are:

1. Characteristics of the vibratory forces
• Vibration frequency
• Multiple frequency vibration
• Vibration at resonance frequencies of the fuel element, where the acceleration

imparted to the fuel material particles is maximized, etc.
• Sweep rate of vibration frequency/frequencies
• Amplitude of vibration
• Vibration time
• Applied waveform (sinusoidal, sawtooth, etc.)

2. Method of application of vibratory forces
• Location, relative to the fuel element, of the vibratory apparatus, including

direct and indirect coupling
• Direction of vibratory force, i.e., axial (producing compressional waves along

the axis of the fuel element), radial (horizontal vibration), etc.
• Type of vibratory apparatus, i.e., fixed frequency vibrators (primarily pneumatic

and ultrasonic equipment) versus variable-frequency vibrators (primarily
electrodynamic equipment).

Work at Hanford in the mid-1960's involved an initial densification using 250-750 Hz
at an acceleration of approximately 30 g's for a loading time of 1 to 11/2minutes. This
was followed by a second densification step at 50 g's. The total time required for
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densification was less than 10 minutes, achieving densities of 86 to 89% theoretical
density (TD) in as many as 50 fuel rods in an 8-hour shift.

Vibratory compaction, as a fabrication process, offers the following potential
advantages [4]:

1. The process can be used on virtually any geometric shape of fuel rod (square,
circular, etc.) as well as on hollow rods for internally-cooled elements,

2. Pelletizing involves a number of discrete operations, many of which require
precise handling. For example, sintered pellet diameters are held to very tight
dimensional tolerances, requiring post-sinter grinding/finishing. Vibratory
compaction eliminates several of the pellet processing steps, and eases handling
requirements on others, so that the operation should become cheaper and more
rapid, which is advantageous for evaluating new fuel chemistries and designs,

3. The gap between the cladding and the fuel can be largely eliminated, thereby
providing support to thin-walled dads, which could collapse when using
pressurized coolants,

4. The process is adaptable to remote, glovebox operation. Such operations
become necessary when:

(a) the fuel contains highly radioactive components, i.e., highly-enriched fuels,
fuels containing fission products not completely removed during
reprocessing, or fuels which are intentionally spiked to prevent diversion)

(b) because the fuel material is reactive (easily oxidized, etc.) and therefore
requires a controlled, inert atmosphere.

5. The process is amenable to large-scale processing with a minimum of capital
investment. The required equipment is relatively simple in design, simple to
operate, and can achieve high production rates.

6. The process works well for a wide range of particle sizes and overall particle
compositions (for example, Pu/U ratio), making it suitable for processing of both
thermal and fast reactor fuels.

7. Since the process uses high-density feed, the fuel utilization is high and the fuel
inventory requirements are low.

The primary disadvantages of vibratory compacted fuels are:

1. The need to inspect the filled fuel rod (e.g., gamma scanning) prior to welding of
the end cap (to ensure that the desired density and homogeneity has been
achieved). This process of intermediate inspection adds complexity to the overall
fabrication process.

While overall bulk (smear) density is relatively easy to achieve, care must be
taken to avoid non-uniform axial and radial density distributions. Areas of
higher (or lower) density result in uneven power generation, resulting in hot
spots and possible burnout during reactor operation. It is important, therefore,
to closely control the feed parameters (particularly particle size distribution and
method of feeding), as well as the vibration parameters. Reproducible results
in production operations have been achieved only by using nearly fully
automatic systems. Such systems require a program of "tuning" experiments,
which is valid only for a given set of conditions (feed and vibration parameters,
number of fuel rods to be compacted, etc.). "Re-tuning" is required every time
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there is any significant change in any of the feed or vibratory parameters or
number of fuel rods.

2. VIPAC fuels are somewhat inferior in their thermal performance compared to
pelletized fuels.

During initial operation, VIPAC fuels have lower effective thermal conductivity,
resulting in higher fuel center temperatures and fuel melting. This was one of
the primary factors leading to the US decision to use pelletized fuels.
However, the thermal conductivity improves as necks form between touching
particles, which can commence at temperatures below 1800 C. At higher
temperatures, restructuring processes will move porosity to the fuel center,
forming a central void. The combination of increasing area of contact in the
cooler fuel regions and porosity redistribution at the center result in an
increase in the overall fuel heat transfer and reduction in the fuel center
temperature, which stabilizes when the fuel reaches about 1% atom
burnup [5].

3. The need for highly-dense feed material,

Ceramic-grade powders have high surface activities and low particle density
and are not suitable where high bulk densities are required. Vibratory
compaction ideally uses powder particles with low surface activity, a low
surface-to-volume ratio, and high particle density. Much early work on
vibratory compacted UO2 involved the use of fused (melt-solidified) particles,
produced by arc fusion and plasma-torch fusion. The choice of process to
produce suitable feed is determined largely by the fuel system. For example,
for many oxide fuels, arc-fusion, high-energy pneumatic impact and the sol-gel
process have been employed. The use of sol-gel processing for fuels such as
UO2 , and MOX has progressed to the point where sol-gel/VIPAC could be
considered a potentially commercially viable (production-scale) fabrication
process [6,7].

The vibratory compaction process, an outgrowth of swage compaction, was
stimulated by its apparently inherent simplicity and versatility. Emphasis on
developing vibratory compaction fuel technology was initiated primarily on potential
economic factors. Comparative cost studies indicate that, based on early fabrication
technology, there is no significant difference between vibratory compaction and the
more traditional pelletizing process. However, vibratory compaction may provide the
greatest potential for long term economic gains via process simplification. The
incentives for vibratory compaction may increase with future advances in fuel
technology and the resulting increase in performance requirements. Vibratory
compaction may have advantages for the high burnup operation for power reactors
where the effects of core-clad interactions and the accommodation of swelling
become important fuel performance considerations.

Vibratory compaction efficiency achieved during vibratory compaction is affected by
particle characteristics and compaction techniques. Rod smear densities in the range
of 85 to 89% of theoretical fuel densities are attainable with three particle size
fractions. A fabrication process utilizing high energy rate pneumatically impacted
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UO2-P11O2 fuel material was primarily used at PNL in the development of particle
mixed oxide fuels for plutonium recycle in LWRs.

Swaging of the vibratory compacted rods is possible to improve rod smear density.
However, several issues are introduced by this process that would need to be
addressed. These issues include damage to the cladding, from both the swaging
activities and internal particle penetration. Also controlling the overall rod dimensions
would be more difficult. This approach, relative to pelletizing would add a full-length
rod handling/cleaning operation for swaging, in addition to the vertical fuel rod
handling during vibratory compaction. These operations are not required in the
pelletizing process. However, a horizontal pellet loading operation is inherent in the
pelletizing process.

Some have indicated that loaded rods may need to be gamma scanned before
welding. This activity would be a significant fabrication perturbation (how to maintain
fuel rod integrity without a welded end plug while gamma scanning).

As stated above, the primary incentive driving the investigation of VIPAC fuel was its
perceived simplicity and versatility. As with essentially any technology, comparison
with a known or standard technology is common to evaluate its applicability.
Variations from the known or standard technology are evaluated and judgments are
made whether to rrove to the new technology or "stick with the known technology". In
the nuclear business, this is a relatively long duration process and there are many
areas to be evaluated. This long evaluation process is certainly true of the
comparison of VIPAC fuel with the pelletizing process.

The idea of "pouring" fuel material into a cladding is attractive. However, the entire
process, quality assurance, irradiation effects, waste management and the overall
economics need to be thoroughly reviewed in order to reconsider this new
technology in a rigorous and effective way.

Particle Fabrication Processes

The important particle fabrication process parameters affecting the final fuel rod
characteristics are:

• Density

Particles having densities close to the theoretical crystal density are desirable to
provide for fission gas retention, thermal conductivity, stability at high temperature
and to achieve the maximum density of the final, compacted fuel element.

• Particle size distribution (size fractions and amount of individual fractions)

Arguably, this is the most important single parameter. However, the optimum
particle size distribution producing a desired final, compacted density is
determined by the fuel rod geometry, particle shape(s) and the mode of the
applied vibratory forces. Finally, when processing large numbers of rods, process
efficiency, in terms of total compaction time and material utilization must be
considered. It has become common practice to use at least three-size fractions in
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the feed to produce VIPAC fuel of the desired density for LWR's, whereas the
required smear density for FBR's might be achieved using a two-size fraction
feed. Typical size fractions used to produce LWR fuels are 30-, 300- and
1200-mm diameter in the percentage ratios of approximately 50%:30%:20%. (The
use of multiple size fractions would be preferred to pressing of lower-density
smears.)

• particle hardness
• particle shape and topography (surface area)
• method of particle feed

As a take-off from the pelletizing technobgy, one technique used to produce
particle fuel was to prepare particles from the initial stages of the pelletizing
process. In summary, UO2 and PUO2 powders were blended and pressed or
"pre-slugged" into compacts. These compacts were then broken into particles
(preferably three fractions for practical/optimum rod loading densification). These
particles were then sintered and separated into the three fractions for rod loading.
The "down side" of this process was that it required essentially all of the same
process steps as the production of pellets. Also, quality was difficult to assure and
the particle densities were limited to about 97% of the theoretical density.

Other techniques were investigated that would preclude the specific steps similar to
pellet fabrication. One of these techniques involved preparation of separate particles
of UO2 and PUO2 and mixing these particles in the rods, or mixing UO2 with mixed
UO2 and PUO2 (MOX). Initial PUO2 particles were sintered and the UO2 was typically
arc fused, sintered or "high energy impacted" particles. The primary problems with
this approach were (1) variation in homogeneity in the rods due to different particle
characteristics and vibratory "nodes" during filling and compacting and (2) high gas
content and oxygen-to-metal ratios of the high energy impacted particles due to
limited time at low temperature (--1200 degrees centigrade) particle exposure.

Mixed UO2 and PUO2 particles were also prepared via high-energy impact but the
gas and O/M problems remained. There were also safety issues associated with the
heating and high-energy impact equipment required to compact plutonium fuel to
high densities. Compaction required up to 250,000 psi at 1200 degrees centigrade.

Vibratory compaction of irregularly shaped particles, even if the particles are highly
dense, produce rods of reduced density because the surface irregularities prevent
efficient packing. From the above list of process parameters, optimum compaction is
achieved using particles that are well characterized, and controlled, as to particle
shape (ideally spherical), particle size, and particle size distribution. While spherical
fuel particles can be produced by arc fusion and plasma fusion, only sol-gel
processing can offer close control over particle size and particle size distribution.

Overall, particle preparation via these techniques was not completely satisfactory due
to a variety of issues. These issues included (1) attainment of only about 97% of
theoretical particle density and low rod smear density (85 to 89% of theoretical) and
(2) "dusting" and inhomogeneity during rod loading, weld contamination during
welding, etc. For these reasons, the development of particle fabrication took another
path, that of sol gel. This approach involved the preparation of a gel of UO2-PUO2 that
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was formed into spheres by "dropping" small portions of the gel into an organic fluid.
As the gel "floated" through the organic, the spheres of UO2-PUO2 were formed and
became somewhat firm. These spheres were then sintered and used to load rods.

Sol-gel processing refers to a wet chemical fabrication method where a suspension
(sol), or dispersion of very fine oxide particles of the metal-bearing compound
(usually in an aqueous solution) is first prepared. Subsequently, the aol is converted
to a solid gel by dehydration. A gel can be formed either by (a) dehydration in a
furnace, followed by crushing and sieving into irregularly-shaped particles called
shards, or (b) dehydration by free-fall down the length of a vertical column containing
an organic drying agent, producing spherical particles called microspheres. The solid
gel is then calcined at high temperature (>1000°C) to produce the final, densified
particles. If a mixture of sols is used, then a mixed oxide product is obtained.
Although different process reagents and thermal treatment conditions are used by
the various fuel fabricators, the overall sequence of steps is the same.

Fuel rods produced by vibratory compaction of spherical particles, are known as
"Sphere-pac". The potential advantages in using the sol-gel process for nuclear fuel
fabrication are [8]:

1. A high degree of homogeneity with respect to size, shape and composition is
achievable. This becomes of particular importance when dealing with enriched
fuels. For example, pressing and sintering of (U,Pu)O2 pellets rarely produces
true solid solutions. Usually, there are PuC>2-rich particles in the pellet which
are difficult to digest during reprocessing.

2. This processing route, while originally developed for thoria-based fuels,
(Th, U)O2, (Th, Pu)O2 [9], has been extended to oxides, (U, Pu)O2, carbides,
UC2, (Th, U)C2, (U, Pu)C2, (U, Pu)C, UO2-UC2, and nitrides, UN and (U, Pu)N.

3. Fabrication of fuel materials using wet chemical methods (in solutions or as
sols) largely eliminates the dust generation problem, which is a major
drawback of pellet-fabrication (powder mixing/milling, pellet sintering, grinding
of sintered pellets, etc.) and VIPAC with powders. This is particularly attractive
for highly-toxic/radioactive (e.g., Th-, Pu-, and 233 U-bearing) fuels.

4. The fabrication processes can be scaled up as modular, unit operations which
are themselves amenable to remote operation. Specifically, actinide-bearing
solutions obtained from processing plants can be used directly as feedstock.

5. The ability to produce spheres over a very large size range (10 to 1000 mm)
with excellent control over the size distribution (during the gelation stage),

6. Spheres which are out of specification (diameter, sphericity, etc.) can be easily
separated and recycled at an early stage of the fabrication process (i.e.,
before sintering), thus simplifying the recycle step(s), and maximizing
utilization.

7. Small diameter spheres, because of their high surface-to-volume ratio, can be
sintered to high densities (> 95% TD) at lower temperatures (several hundred
degrees), compared to conventional sintering of milled particles, due to the
high reactivity. Also, a large measure of latitude is available in the final
sintered density (70 - 90% TD).

8. A high degree of strength and small grain size is retained even in spheres of
low porosity.
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9. Dense, spherical particles are much easier to handle than free-flowing

powders. Also, there is very little dust generation during wet-chemical
fabrication processes, compared to conventional fabrication routes (which
usually include grinding or powder aggregation steps). This is important where
losses of fissile components (plutonium or enriched uranium) must be
minimized. This factor appears to be a major driving force behind the sol-gel
process. Operational experience with remote fabrication in shielded
gloveboxes has shown that dust generation is a significant problem in
maintaining and replacing equipment [10].

10.Fuels prepared as uniform-diameter spheres are the optimum feedstock for
the application of coatings. The coating process can be easily incorporated
into the fabrication process line, after firing of the spheres. The advantages of
coated fuel particles are (a) highly localized fission product containment, (b)
highly localized fuel containment, (c) ease of handling of reactive materials
(such as carbides) which can undergo undesired oxidation or hydrolysis
reactions when in contact with moist air or oxygen, (d) protection of the matrix
material from fission recoil damage, and (e) reduction in contamination
resulting from handling and dust generation [11]. Alternatively, (pyrolytic)
graphite coatings, which are the most common, can be made by fluidized bed
reactors starting from oxide particles and graphite powder.

11. Fuels prepared as spheres are excellent starting materials for incorporation
into dispersed or cermet fuels.

The obvious drawback to the sol-gel process (and to any other wet chemical
process) is the use of large amounts of solutions, generating large amounts of
hazardous, liquid radioactive waste. Also, the stability of sols is extremely sensitive to
small changes in pH, temperature, and composition of feed solutions, so that process
control requires great diligence and would be personnel-intensive.

Although improving on the "dusting" and to some extent, homogeneity problems, this
approach had little effect on particle or rod smear densities. The process presented
criticality control and product quality control problems. Also, the organic solutions
used presented a waste problem not inherent in the previously discussed processes.
Processing of particulate materials depends strongly on the quality of the particles. A
key advantage of the sphere-pac technology based on sol-gel materials is the high
degree of reproducibility that ensures that fuel rod quality meets high level
specifications. However, wet processes should be avoided because of the associated
waste problems. In addition, for high densities, sphere infiltration times are reported
to be quite long and insufficient for automated fuel fabrication plants.

A major effort to assure product quality has been an "Achilles heel" for the coated
particle fuel process for the gas cooled reactor system. Coated particles have distinct
advantages, particularly if they can be densely formed. However, as indicated, quality
assurance to-date has been a serious problem and improved process control is
required.

Two fuel production processes were developed in the RIAR Dimitrovgrad [12], (1) the
gaseous-fluoride and (2) the electrochemical molten salt synthesis process. Both
processes have potential for automation for use in processing (spent) fuel cooled for
short times (3 to 6 months) with burnup over 10%. The preferred process for
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producing the particle material for the VIPAC technology and subsequently, to
fabricate the fuel rods for the FBR series was the electrochemical process. In this
electrochemical process the initial oxides are chlorinated by molten alkali chlorides.
After complete dissolution of the oxides, the melt is oxidized by an
oxygen-chlorine-argon mixture and subjected to electrolysis. Deposition rates are
regulated by varying the electrolysis current and the oxygen content in the gaseous
oxidizing mixture. The process results in a cathode deposit which, after deaning to
remove chlorides, must be ground into particle fractions smaller than 1000 microns
as needed for rod fabrication. Typical fuel particle densities were 10.7 to 10.8 g/ cm3,
and typical O/M ratios were 1.995 +/- 0.005 after addition of uranium metal powder
which acts as an oxygen getter. Several hundred kilograms of particle UO2 and
(U-Pu)O2 have been produced by the electrochemical process. Even for
non-spherical material, all fractions showed good flowability and were suitable for
vibratory compaction with some restrictions for the fraction of fine particles
(< 100 microns). After Vipac loading into the fuel pins the fuel smear density
achieved was 9.0 to 9.4 g/cm3. This is higher than the smear density of the typical
Russian annular fuel of 8.5 to 8.6 g/cm3.

Mixed oxide from the electrochemical process indicated less atomic homogeneity
than the co-precipitated MOX. However, its homogeneity was considered adequate
for the fabrication process. The electrochemical produced mixed oxide requires three
to ten mass percent getter (uranium metal) in the rods for irradiation to suppress
physical-chemical fuel-cladding interactions.

Irradiation

Sphere-pac fuel rods appear to show a lesser amount of fuel/clad mechanical
interaction (FCMI) [13,14] (elongation and radial deformation) and fuel/clad chemical
interaction (FCCI) [15], compared to pelletized fuel. The reduction in FCMI seen for
Sphere-pac fuels appears to be, at least in part, due to reshuffling/movement of the
spheres, which can occur at relatively low stress levels, internally accommodating
some of the strain. The result is a more uniform, radial deformation (expansion) and
a reduced axial elongation. The reduced level of FCCI seen for Sphere-pac fuels
appears to be the result of lower fuel temperatures, owing to higher thermal
conductances. This higher thermal conductance is, in turn, apparently the result of
higher gap conductances. The Russians introduced uranium metal powder into MOX
fuel particles to reduce the effective O/M and nearly eliminated FCCI. The uranium
metal also appears to help reduce the release of cesium to the cladding and delay
chemical interaction.

A general observation is the slightly greater amount of fission gas release and fission
product migration from Sphere-pac fuels versus pelletized fuels, particularly at high
burnups [16]. The determining factor seems to be the relatively lower smear densities
of Sphere-pac fuels, with a correspondingly greater amount of interconnected
porosity, allowing release/migration [17]. Although not onerous in any event, this is
probably one of the driving forces behind the use of coated spheres (kernels)
discussed earlier.

The comparative thermal performance of VIPAC fuels is apparently still an
unresolved issue. Specifically, VIPAC fuels, for the same smear density, have lower
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thermal conductivity compared to conventionally pressed and sintered pellets [18].
The result is that, for equal, linear power ratings, VIPAC fuels will generally have
higher center temperatures. Again, thermal conductance appears not to be an issue
for Sphere-pac fuels, which seem to perform as well as or better than pelletized fuels
[19,20]. The mechanical and chemical performance of Sphere-pac seems to be as
good as or better than pelletized fuels, as well.

The irradiation history/results appear to be acceptable for VIPAC fuel. Except for
some early VIPAC rod failures in the PRTR, apparently due to excess gas generation
and/or cladding corrosion, the irradiation of VIPAC fuel is comparable to pelletized
fuel.

Fuel Recycle

The original intent of the U.S. nuclear industry (and the continuing Russian intent)
was to recycle LWR spent fuel. This recycle was intended to recover the plutonium
(and uranium) for recycle initially to LWRs and ultimately to fast reactors. By default,
due partly to relatively low cost natural uranium, fast reactors have not been
implemented commercially in the U.S. The LWRs have continued to be operated on
a once-through basis and LWR spent fuel is being stored, either temporarily for
ultimate recycle or for permanent storage.

The discussion in this paper is relative to the recoverability of VIPAC fuel versus
pelletized fuel. VIPAC fuel is apparently equally as recoverable as pelletized fuel,
since both would be typically dissolved from cladding segments chopped for this
purpose.

Conclusions/Future Investigations

It appears that the primary advantage of vibratory-compacted fuels is its compatibility
with wet chemical fabrication techniques, such as sol-gel processing (with both
amenable to remote operation). Optimum fuel properties (density, homogeneity, etc.
and their reproducibility) are achieved by using fuel feeds that are very tightly
controllable and controlled. This is the strength of sol-gel (and gel-precipitation)
processing, where it has been shown that a very high degree of sphericity is
attainable and, further, that the sphere size distribution can be quite accurately
controlled by suitable variation of the chemical processing steps.

There seems to be no significant cost penalty in using vibratory compaction over
pelletization, although an existing plant would have to be re-fit and the personnel
retrained. Fuel elements produced by the vibratory route, and Sphere-pac in
particular, appear, on the basis of the limited MOX experience, to perform as well as
or better than pelletized elements of the same smear density.

Based on previous investigations, particularly in the US, VIPAC fuel fabrication was
abandoned because process advantages were never realized and the performance
was no better than pelletized fuel under irradiation. However, based on the Russian
investigations, particularly mixed oxide crystal production and other new
technologies, VIPAC should probably be reconsidered. It may be time to revisit
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particle fuels due to many advances in particle and chemical processing and more
sophisticated measurement techniques, including laser measurements.

Higher particle densities, and thus higher rod smear densities, improved uniformity,
and fuel performance could result from these advances. In addition to oxide fuel,
nitride and carbide fuel could be considered with these new technologies by varying
chemical and/or thermal treatment.

It is important to recognize that after initial investigations, domestic, European and
Japanese nuclear entities retained the known or standard technology (pelletized fuel)
rather than adopt the new technology (VIPAC) for commercial nuclear reactors. The
apparent benefits of VIPAC did not overcome the conventional pelletizing approach.
This is probably partly because the commercial side was considerably down the
learning curve on pelletized fuel and resisted change to the relatively less known
particle fuel. Also, considering variable fuel fabrication techniques, quality assurance,
overall fuel "smear" density, fuel inhomogeneities and other aspects of VIPAC fuel,
the benefit versus cost could not be convincingly established. For this reason, VIPAC
fuel development was essentially discontinued in these countries. The Russians,
although primarily adopting pelletized fuel, for LWRs, have continued significant
VIPAC fuel development programs with new fabrication technologies and longer-term
irradiation programs, particularly for fast reactors [21].
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